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Abstract
Software tools are being developed to support a design methodology specic to parallel
real-time continuous-dataow embedded systems. This paper describes the design of a
global clock sub-system which is an essential component of an event trace tool. A new
amalgam of algorithms is proposed which attends to the trade-o between clock accuracy
and the need to restrict disturbance of the application whilst recording traces. The details
of an implementation on a hybrid parallel processor as well as the results of tracing
applications in the given problem domain are included.

1 Introduction
Real-time, continuous-dataow embedded systems are an important class of engineering system for which parallel solutions have much to oer. Examples of such systems can be found
in vision 1], radar 2], speech processing 3] and signal compression 4]. The algorithmic
complexity and irregularity of such systems means that parallelizing compilers are unlikely to
provide much support in the near future 5, pp. 149{155]. Instead, a common design methodology based upon Pipelines of Processor Farms (PPFs) 6] has been proposed which oers a
single conceptual design model which is capable of incorporating data parallelism, algorithmic
parallelism or temporal parallelism within individual farms. The methodology addresses the
requirement to parallelize systems composed of a number of independent algorithms, can
handle time, ordering, data dependency and feedback constraints, and produces incrementally scalable solutions. Achievable throughput, latency and upper bound speed-up can be
determined by analysis of the original application code.
The PPF design methodology addresses an intermediate level of generality appropriate for
a particular domain of applications. It is not limited to a particular machine architecture or a
particular processor topology for each farm. A message-passing paradigm is assumed but it is
possible and can be desirable to emulate message-passing on a shared-memory machine. The
methodology does, however, rely on central farmer processes distributing work and sets of
worker processes which perform that work by some means. A high-level application building
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block, a farm template, has been designed to speed up prototyping 7]. The template incorporates instrumentation to enable event-tracing. Event traces can be used to give condence
in the correct working of the application and to facilitate performance analysis.
Since the role of the worker process is passive in the PPF methodology it is not appropriate
for the worker to initiate tracing when it has reached steady-state. To provide event traces,
a centralized clock synchronization system is therefore required.
The synchronization algorithm introduced in this paper is intended speci cally to support the
PPF methodology. The main features of the algorithm are:
an initialization phase in which the drift of the system from real time is assessed centrally
averaging to achieve a system reference time
subsequent refresh signals at a predetermined interval so as to prevent drift from the
system time
local correction of drift between refresh signals.
For the clock mechanism, the essential component of a trace, we were able to provide
a central mechanism capable of tightening the precision of the clocks by reason of global
knowledge. If a communication harness with integrated trace instrumentation is designed for
general use (such as PICL 8]), a client-server clocking system may be preferred, which makes
the time-server a passive component. A client-server system is a disadvantage for tracing as
it does not allow the pattern of synchronization trac to be controlled for the purpose of
reducing perturbation of the application, though it is more exible.

2 Design Criteria
If global time is not kept consistently when timestamping a record of events in a multicomputer application, then the ordering of signicant events on dierent nodes (i.e. usually
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processors) can easily become awry. In particular, if the ordering of communication events is
lost then the phenomenon of `tachyons' occurs in which a message apparently arrives before it
is sent. Solutions exist in which logical clocks 9, 10] are kept, but these involve time-stamping
each message. Such systems are applicable to distributed systems or where debugging is a goal
11]. Fault-tolerant solutions 12, 13, 14] typically involve O(n2 ) messages for n processes even
if all message journeys are conned to a single hop. In 15] an O(n) message solution relies
on the presence of an embedded ring topology, which excludes tree-topologies, though these
are a natural topology for the data-farming applications of concern for us. Other work 16],
though important theoretically, relies on complete graphs. Finally, statistical post-processing
of the trace record 17] represents an alternative approach.
A method involving interpolation between start and end timing pulses 18] was initially
explored but, though suitable for gauging intra-node process activity, was not found to be
suciently accurate. A number of convergence algorithms 19, 20] exist but these may not
provide accurate timing at the inception of an algorithm. However, unlike distributed or
networked methods 21], it is possible to have an initial trac-free phase and one can assume
that faults are rare, allowing a centralized algorithm.
A criterion for a portable design is that one should aim to avoid a solution involving
low-level manipulation of the hardware, as for instance in the synchronized wave solution for
transputers of 22].
The requirements of the centralized, portable design can thus be summarized as:
A minimum of user intervention is needed in regard to the clocking mechanism.
The design should not be dependent on any feature of the hardware such as would,
for example, necessitate the use of assembly language. Solutions involving hardware
interrupts 23] are by no means trivial to implement and equally run into the problem
of application perturbation.
The number of synchronization messages should be minimized.
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The mechanism should not rely on a particular architecture.
It should not be assumed that the system is already in steady-state or can converge
slowly to synchronization.
The times should conform to a suitable real time reference.
In practice, one requires two algorithms: an algorithm to bring the clocks on all nodes
within some minimum error range and an algorithm subsequently to maintain time against
clock drift.

3 The Processing Model
3.1 Processor Requirements
The method described below is suitable for processor nodes with at least two levels of priority
and supporting internal concurrency, as is common for interrupt-driven applications. Only
local physical clocks are assumed to be available (most multicomputers can provide highpriority monotonic clocks with resolution of at least 1 s). An intermediary process which
acts as a monitor able to intercept communication is assumed in the model the provision of
the monitoring processs would be an implementation-dependent feature.
One use of event traces is to provide input to a visualizer, which acts as a data-reduction
agent. Current visualizers when faced with applications of varying time duration or communication intensity may be limited by the display rate of the graphics terminal but this does
not mean that one should not aim for as high a resolution as possible. Event traces may
also be post-processed as input to an execution-driven simulation or an analytic model. In
24] there is an appropriately accurate method of supplying a global time reference, which
was aimed at hypercube multicomputers. However, on its own this method only completely
resolves communication events. Additionally, it is important for a trace mechanism with wide
usage (though within the real-time PPF environment) to provide timestamps that are not
biased by possible drift of the master clock. In particular, where interrupts occur real time
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should be maintained. If real time is not required then it will be sucient to synchronize to
an uncorrected master clock. (The whole system will drift at the same linear rate.)

3.2 Local Clock Requirements
Experimental evidence 25] shows that crystal clocks drift linearly if the temperature regime
is constant and that anyway drift is small (< 10;5 ) so that second order terms are neglected
in the following. (For runs longer than a few minutes temperature oscillations may occur for
transputer clocks 26], in which case second order corrective terms oer one solution.) It is
therefore assumed that for correct clocks the accuracy of clocks should be such that
(1 ; f )(t ; t0 ) ;   H (t) ; H (t0 )  (1 + f )(t ; t0 ) + 

(1)

where f is the maximum clock frequency drift, t is a notional reference time (real time) such as
Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) 21],  is the discrete clock precision, H (t) is the reading
of a clock at time t and (t ; t0 ) > .

4 The Synchronization Model
4.1 Normal Behaviour
If the system is assumed to be in steady-state and the refresh interval has been calculated,
normal behaviour proceeds as follows. The central synchronization server on node i = 0 polls
every other node for its time reading by sending a synchronization `pulse' and immediately
receives back the reading from a particular node, as shown in Figure 2. The central node in
each case records the time delay for the round-trip, as given by its local clock. The central
node corrects its round-trip timing for local clock drift against an estimate of real time.
It estimates the dierence between its time reading and the other node's time reading by
subtracting half the corrected round-trip time from the reading at the other node. By using
the mid-point of the corrected round-trip time as an estimate of the reading at the other
node, the central node minimizes its error in the long run. In other words, the mid-point is
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an unbiased estimator of the arrival time of the pulse (i.e., its mean approaches the mean of
the population of round-trip times).1
Formally, the oset estimate for node i (i = 1 2 : : : n) is

oi = (Di + c)=2 ; r

(2)

with Di the total round-trip time recorded on the central node. c is the afore-mentioned
correction to the central node's round-trip time, which will be further explained in equation 4.
r is the interval between sending the pulse as recorded on the central node and receiving the
pulse as recorded on the other node's clock when the pulse arrives. The central node completes
its polling of the remaining nodes before sending the oset correction.
The advantage of further polling is that because there is no reason to give prominence
to the central node's clock it is necessary to form some view of real time by an averaging
procedure. In part, so as to reject outliers, particularly if the algorithm could also be adapted
for times close to boot-up time, the median was chosen as an average. Once the median, m,
is calculated, it is added to the oset for each of the nodes so that the nal oset is

Oi = oi + m:

(3)

On the central node, the oset is simply m. By recording successive median estimates, the
central node is able to estimate its drift:

d0 = (m(t) ; m(t + R))=R

(4)

where m(t) is the median estimate at time t and R is the refresh interval. Given this estimate,
c = Di do . Node 0 corrects its local clock by d0 and sends the median-adjusted osets to the
nodes. On receipt of the osets, each node additionally corrects for the drift in its time since
the synchronization pulse was sent. This node drift correction is described in Section 5.
Were a priori knowledge available on a skew in the ratio of outward to return-trip journey times then
another point other than the mid-point could be taken. However, bear in mind that measurement of a skew
implies a hardware timer, which would obviate the need for software timing.
1
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Using the median rejects outliers but does not rely on a priori knowledge to reject them. It
makes no assumptions about the nature of the aggregate message round-trip time distribution.
Other methods that have been employed or suggested to increase the accuracy of readings
include: using a recursive estimate of the round-trip time with a linear smoothing function
25] and rejecting long delay times as these are more likely to include asymmetrical journeying
times 27, 28]. These solutions rely on eventual convergence, whereas for a trace application
in the PPF methodology one requires bounded accuracy at a time signalled from the central
farmer. This contrasts with toolkits that allow a trace to be initiated when a process ascertains
it has reached a steady state. Note that for cooperative algorithms using the median may be
unsuitable since no new value is introduced 20] and convergence is therefore not guaranteed.
The calculation of the median is not onerous if we can employ 29, pp. 476{479] :

Xn xi
i=1

; xm
jxi ; xm j

=0

(5)

(with n data values xi having median xm ) to form an iterative and logarithmically convergent
equation. (Other algorithms are at best O(n log(log n)) 30, pp. 216{220].) The situation is
better than this: since we only estimate the true median we need only make a few iterations.
The possibility of ill-conditioning may anyway make it necessary to curtail the iterations. An
advantage of using a median-adjusted corrective term, particularly if the clocks were not to
be brought together by the initialization phase, is that the correction jumps on each clock are
reduced in aggregate. The possibility of global time appearing to jump forward abruptly or
even move negatively is reduced.

4.2 Establishing the Refresh Interval
Since there is uncertainty in the estimate of the clock oset and clock drifts relative to
a central reference it is necessary to refresh the clocks by periodic synchronization pulses.
Unlike some other systems, the method used here does not seek to keep track of when to
refresh each individual node with a separate synchronization pulse (or allow each node to
request a synchronization from the central server). Instead, the worst-case error is found and
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the nodes are refreshed accordingly. As it turns out it is possible to minimize the estimate
of the worst-case error. An advantage of the single refresh time is that regular perturbations
occur rather than perturbations caused by the particular clock skews and boot-up timings.
For simplicity consider the refresh time, R, necessary to ensure communication events are
correctly ordered between just two nodes, which is given by
(6)
R = T0 (1)2e; 2ed 
f
where T0 (h) is the minimum one-way message time with O(0) data and h is the number of
message hops. ed is the actual error (in units of time) in the oset estimate (caused by the
variance of round-trip timings). An upper bound for ed is given in equation 7. The number ef
is the actual error in the skew-rate estimate. An upper bound for ef is given in equation 10.
R is the minimum time taken for the clocks to drift apart to such an extent that a message
between any two processes might result in an ordering error. The factors of two arise because
if the uncertainty between the central node and a subsidiary node is e then the uncertainty
in timing between any two subsidiary nodes, were they to pass a message, is 2e. T0 can be
found by measurement on an empty system. A long-tailed distribution of round-trip times is
common to LAN networks 31] and multicomputers 24] alike. T0 will be skewed at one end
of this distribution. The clock dierence error is bounded for any one node by

ed < (Di =2 ; T0 (h))(1 + fi ) +  + fiT0 (h):

(7)

Di =2 ; T0 (h) represents the uncertainty in the reading of the remote clock. For the purposes
of tracing one can make do with T0 (1) rather than keep a table of minimum journey times
indexed by h. fi is the relative clock drift between node 0 and node i.
fi = Oi (t + SS) ; Oi (S )
(8)
where Oi (t) is the measured clock oset at time t and S is a suitable sample interval. In
equation 7, fi T0 (h) is the uncertainty in node 0's measurement of the minimum journey time.
The maximum error, em , that can be made is:
em = Di =2(1 + 2fm) ; T0 (1) + 

(9)
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where fm is the maximum frequency drift for one clock, substituted for fi into equation 7 in
order to arrive at equation 9. In fact, this is the same equation for maximum clock reading
error as developed in 31] by a dierent route and for a dierent purpose. The maximum
possible error is determined by the maximum round-trip time which naturally arises as the
synchronization method depends on message passing. An upper bound to the error in the
frequency drift can also be arrived at:

ef < 2Sed :

(10)

Though one might estimate the S needed for a required ef (by estimating ed for each subsidiary
node through comparing successive values of Di ) this would mean that S might cause an
arbitrary delay at the beginning of a test in order to bound ef suciently. A simple expedient
of not allowing ef above a characteristic data-sheet value for fm ensures that accuracy is
preserved at a small cost in eciency.
Equation 7 relies on a measurement of Di to bound the reading error. If the same refresh
pulse is used for all nodes then one seeks the maximum error that can occur, which will arise
from the maximum journey time. However, if successive sampling rounds are made to nd
the maximum journey time, then one can select the minimum maximum journey time. If
the probability of nding a low enough value from any one round of samples is p, then the
probability that waiting time will be k rounds before nding that value is p(1 ; p)k;1 . The
expected number of Bernoulli trials (including the successful trial) to achieve a low enough
value is

x1 = p1

(11)

with variance

2 = 1 p;2 p :

(12)

If one estimates that the probability of not getting a low enough value is 0.5, then x is two.
We need to include at least  extra trials to account for the error in the estimate, which is
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approximately four trials in all. One can also examine the distribution of round-trip messages
to estimate the number of rounds necessary. Certainly, sucient samples should be taken to
bracket any system interrupts.

5 Local Clock Adjustment
The method outlined in Section 4 does not do anything to ensure that between synchronization
pulses local clocks remain accurate. For generality, a software correction method is described,
though on some machines it is possible to correct by hardware means, (for instance, phaselocked loops on Internet machines serviced by the Network Time Protocol 28]). Each local
node can estimate its drift relative to the averaged real-time by nding the change in clock
dierences over a number of synchronization rounds. Since drift is assumed to be linear,
two observations are sucient. A linear corrective function ensures smoothness, avoiding
discontinuities, viz.

Li (t) = Hi(t) + Ai (Hi(t))(Hi (t) ; Hi(sp ))

(13)

where Li returns the local time for node i, Hi(t) is the underlying software-adjusted clock
and Ai is the corrective function:

Ai (Hi (t)) = (Oi (sp) ; Oi (sp;1 ))=(Hi (sp ) ; Hi(sp;1 ) Hi (t)  Hi(sp )

(14)

which is the change in osets over the previous oset reporting times s indexed by p and
p ; 1. Hi is re-adjusted at time sp by an oset calculated centrally for time r. Thus, one
should correct for the drift since then:

Hip (t) = Hip;1(t) + Oi (sp) + A(Hip;1 (sp ))(Hip;1 (sp) ; r)

(15)

where the sux on Hi indicates what is in eect a change of clocks. This method of local
clock correction does not require regularly-spaced synchronization intervals nor does it require
the correction term to be supplied immediately after the initial dierence timing signals.
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6 A Case Study: Implementation on the Paramid Multicomputer
Our system is in a development stage. This section presents a preliminary case study, but
further implementations will be necessary to validate our approach. In particular, an implementation for a larger number of processors would be needed.

6.1 The System Set-up
The Paramid 32] is a transputer-based machine, each transputer being equipped with a computational accelerator, the i860 33]. We used an eight-module machine. In our system, the
transputers run at a nominal 30 MHz, the superscalar i860 at 50 MHz and the transputer communication links were set at 20MHz. Figure 1 shows the physical arrangement of processors
as well as existing system software which includes servicing of run-time I/O. An intermediary
process acting as the interface between transputer and i860 by means of shared-memory could
conveniently also be used as a monitor process. On other transputer-based machines a monitor is typically provided by reversing the direction of communication channels and triggering
traces by the alt indeterminate command 22]. The central synchronization server was run
at high priority, as were the local time servers, so as to provide a rapid response. The central
synchronization server also provided local time for its node. High-priority processes on the
transputer interrupt low-priority processes and run until blocked by communication or they
deschedule themselves (by being put on a timer queue). As by implication high-priority processes do not interrupt themselves, other high-priority processes should be of short duration.
(We did not take special measures to reduce the normal latency of high-priority scheduling
which might be considered for real-time applications 22].) The manufacturer's gures give a
high-priority latency between 3.9 and 2.9 s were the transputers to be run at only 20 MHz.
The organization of the Paramid was not ideal in this respect because, as the i860 ran more
quickly than the transputer, it was necessary to give high priority to any process servicing
the i860. For the purposes of the trace, this did not aect message ordering. Because of the
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limited numbers of available processors, one of the nodes was placed in one test on the same
processor as the synchronization node. This should have distorted the results as the minimum
journey time was less than the recorded one hop time, but in practice the message ordering
on the visualizer was not aected.
The Paramid usually employs a virtual channel system but the underlying hardware is
dependent on store-and-forward communication. Figure 3 is the result of measurements on
an empty system when it will be seen that the round-trip message time distribution is indeed
long-tailed, though the lower `hump' may be caused by the low-priority process time-slice
interrupt (every 1024 s) which makes some readings appear longer. The initiation algorithm
was run before the system settled into normal working, avoiding extraneous calculations
in later stages. The clocks were corrected in the initial stage, introducing an element of
convergence into the estimate of the refresh time.

6.2 Results
A crude measure of overhead was made on the central node by recording (without clock drift
adjustment) the time taken for synchronization, recording the trace and supplying a local
clock. The overhead on other nodes will naturally be less. The timing breakdowns are given
in Table 1, which is for 1000 round-trip messages of approximately 200 bytes each. Note
that the results in the table are consistent since in some cases, discounting the rst four
pulses at 0.1 second intervals, the synchronization manager was halted just before making
a last pulse. The overheads recorded refer to a particular total job size regime, as Figure 4
shows that the xed overhead becomes a much greater burden for shorter job sizes. The
communication overhead, aside from synchronization, was between 6% and 9%. The number
of synchronization pulses includes those made mostly over shorter intervals at initiation time.
The number of messages is restricted so that the trace le can be held entirely in main memory.
Though no work, and a round-robin distribution of work with constant intervals were tried, in
this instance truncated and random quantized Gaussian distributions were employed for the
workloads (with mean per node work time equal to the variance). Experience of testing showed
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that using a Gaussian distribution was more likely to nd errors in recording message times,
though once the appropriate parameters had been set no errors occurred. We made use of an
existing post-mortem visualizer, Paragraph 34, 35], which unfortunately does not include a
tool to display tree topologies explicitly. Nevertheless, with the space-time diagram and using
our trace collection system we were able to examine diering characteristic behaviour of: a
single farm (Figure 5) a handwritten postcode recognition application involving three farms
(Figure 6) a hybrid video encoder with three logical farms (Figure 7) and a face identication
application involving three farms (Figure 8).
The sampling interval was set to 0.1 s, the clock drift to 10;5 and the minimum one hop
journey time for 1 byte was found to be 6:0  10;5 s. With these parameters the clocks
became accurate after four synchronization pulses during an enforced quiescence for the eight
processors used. By accurate is meant that Paragraph did not report any errors for the test
runs. Fewer initial synchronization pulses always led to ordering errors. The maximum error
for varying round-trip times can be calculated from equation 9 using the measured minimum
round-trip time, 6:0  10;5 s, a clock-drift of 10;5 s and a clock resolution of 10;6 s. With a
measured net bandwidth of approximately 16 MHz on the Paramid and with the diameter of
the network only three, the maximum error for our set-up is well within a 0.5 ms boundary.
After four timings, the refresh period was set once and for all. It would probably be too
disruptive to re-sample at a later time and would add to the complexity of the software.
One must certainly not use a recursive method of nding the refresh times (by using the last
refresh time as a sample interval) as this would lead to errors spiralling upwards.

7 Conclusion
If parallelization is to be used more commonly in engineering systems design, standard design
methodologies will be necessary. For continuous-ow embedded systems this methodology
can be based on the Pipeline Processor Farm model. The essential feature of the model is
a number of farms each of which will have a central farmer process and subsidiary worker
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processes. Provision of the model will depend on integral support of performance evaluation
tools for the particular application. A trace tool is one component of the toolkit and this
paper has described the design of the clock synchronization sub-system for that tool. The
detailed design is a compromise between achieving accuracy and avoiding perturbation of the
parallel application. At least three causes of perturbation can be isolated:
excess number of messages
disturbance of the pattern of communication
excess calculations to achieve the synchronization.
In this design, by using one centrally-determined refresh time, the disruption to the pattern of
communication is limited to one regularly-occurring pulse. The selection of the refresh time is
assisted by discarding inaccurate samples by a probabilistic criterion. Specically, averaging
by a median is used to nd an estimate of real time. Local adjustments for the estimated
local clock drift between refresh pulses reduce the central computation as does the selection
of an iterative method of median calculation.
For the class of algorithms of concern to us, targets for throughput and/or latency through
the parallel system usually exist. If the targets are met while the clock synchronization is in
place then there may be no need to remove the monitoring apparatus from the production
model. The visualization would then represent a true reection of the system giving condence
in its correct working. The case study has shown that for jobs of a suitable duration on the
Paramid the time overhead from synchronization is a small percentage in time. In other
circumstances, one should consider perturbation analysis 36] after the event trace has been
collected. In fact, future work will investigate the post-processing of traces in order to provide
input to an analytic (queueing) model.
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Wall-clock Sync. No. of sync.
Time
Interval
timings
16.641
3.197
9
32.125
3.197
13
47.452
3.197
18
109.040
3.197
37
155.096
3.197
52
309.957
3.197
100

Overhead from
Total %
Mean
Syncs. Serving time Making trace overhead work time
0.013
0.311
0.505
4.987
0.1
0.063
0.316
0.503
2.745
0.2
0.145
0.316
0.504
2.034
0.3
0.097
0.294
0.505
0.822
0.7
0.183
0.308
0.502
0.640
1.0
0.321
0.306
0.504
0.365
2.0

Table 1: Timings (s) Recorded on the Central Node Using the Local Clock
To the host
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Figure 1: System Set-up on the Paramid with a PPF Arrangement
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Node i measures time to correction
adjusting by estimated clock drift
Node i

ti

r (time as measured by node i)

Arrival
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Correction message
giving offset + median offset

Node 0’s estimate
for time r.

Node 0

t0
Di measured by node 0

To(h)

To(h) (minimum time over h hops)

Figure 2: Synchronization Signal Pattern
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Figure 3: Frequency of Timings ( s) for One Hop (Round-Trip) on the Paramid
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Figure 4: Overhead from Tracing on the Paramid

Figure 5: Display for a Seven Worker Farm
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Figure 6: Display of the Postcode Application

Figure 7: Display for H.263

Figure 8: Display for Face Identication Application
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